
Solutions live here.

Do you ever ask yourself these questions?
The UPDS Logistics team has the answers — and can take these worries off your plate.  

We have the tools and expertise to manage the flow of your products from origin to destination so you see fewer disruptions, 
your products arrive as expected and you get total visibility throughout the shipping process. 

People to Improve Your Performance 
How do we do that? Your dedicated Logistics Service 
Representative maximizes your transportation performance by:

• Providing constant and vigilant monitoring of your pipeline

• Identifying problems before they arise

• Proactively intervening to ensure your cargo arrives  
to destination

Technology for Better Planning 
Our technology provides you:

• 24/7 visibility across carriers

• Customized reporting that aligns with your business

• Planning tools such as fleet sizing and dynamic, data-driven 
Smart ETAs

Your UPDS Logistics Options 
UPDS has a suite of logistics offerings, from real-time visibility and 
border clearance solutions to demurrage mitigation and total pipeline 
management. Our services can be as high- or low-touch as you feel 
necessary — and we can customize a logistics management solution 
just for you.

You Can Save Time and Money — And We Can Help 
Our goal is to minimize disruptions along your supply chain, ensure your 
product is delivered safely and efficiently to market, and ultimately save 
you time, money and headaches along the way.

UPDS Carload Logistics
Solutions for Your Rail Supply Chain

Is there enough 
product in my 

pipeline?

How can I 
reduce delivered 
shipping costs?

Is my rail 
strategy as effective 

as it could be?

Am I properly resourced 
to handle my inbound 

rail volume? 

If Cost Is Your Challenge... 
We provide the data to make  
effective decisions.

If Control Is Your Challenge... 
Our logistics solutions keep  
shipments moving.

If Complication Is Your Challenge... 
Our team has the expertise to streamline 
your supply chain.

Contact Us 
To learn more about UPDS Logistics 
services, contact 800-877-0266, 
updsproductinfo@up.com or visit 
UPDS.com. 


